When y £ L , y(Z) decays to zero as t -. + 00 so that (3) ||y|| =maxl|y(i)|: / > OÍ provides a well-defined measure of the overall size of y.
In this paper we show that the parameters tz, a, and ||y|| are sufficient to characterize a minimal decay rate for such a function y. To complete the proof we must establish (4) . From (6) In [1, Lemma 2] it is shown that a sequence {u \ with the properties (10) converges uniformly to zero on compact subsets of (0, + oo) and using this together with (8)- (9) Proof. By using (11) and (5) we obtain (12) Proof. Using (14) together with the Cayley-Hamilton theorem we find
so that each component of y satisfies (1) and (2) shall present three lemmas which lead to a useful alternative representation for y . ing we obtain (28) for the case where Z < r .
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